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A PATH TO GDPR READINESS
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Introduction
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will come into effect on 25 May 2018, changing the privacy landscape across the world.
Infosys has developed and designed a comprehensive roadmap for GDPR implementation which we propose to deliver in 4 phases.
The following sections in this document will detail how Infosys resources (supported by this well-established roadmap) will assist any
organization to implement and maintain their GDPR program.

Figure 1: ADAM - The Infosys GDPR Roadmap
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2. The GDPR Assessment

will be undertaken.

The GDPR regulation does not prescribe a

GDPR Readiness Assessment – Quick

“one size” fit all model for all organizations.

Analysis Tool

It gives a wide latitude to the organizations

A questionnaire of 20 questions will be

to craft their implementation plan

what it is used for, who has access to it and

completed with key stakeholders using

commensurate to the risks associated

what is the purpose of the stored data).

the Quick Analysis tool (~ 30 mins. per

with their operations that come under the

The Infosys “Personal Data Genome” Model

stakeholder). This assessment delivers an

purview of the GDPR. Therefore, Infosys will

comprises more than 100 personal and

initial view of where the org. stands w.r.t.

adopt a “Risk-based Approach” to drive any

sensitive data attributes. Infosys resources

GDPR requirements. This “As-Is” view will

organization’s GDPR program and establish

will perform automated sensitive data

enable the org. to identify and prioritize

the priorities involved. To ensure that

discovery using Infosys Enterprise Data

the initiatives required to move forward.

Privacy Suite (iEDPS) leveraging off this

Data Mapping and Lineage – Personal Data

model.

both Infosys and any organization have
a clear understanding of the proposed
implementation roadmap and BAU
program post 25 May 2018, an assessment

Genome
To meet the requirements of GDPR the

Figure 2: Infosys Enterprise Data Privacy Suite
As-Is State Assessment

Privacy Impact Assessment

A detailed questionnaire spanning 8 key

The Infosys Data Protection Impact

GDPR focus areas, categorized across

Assessments (DPIA) Tool will identify

3 dimensions (Process, Application &

the most effective way to comply with

Data) will be performed. Supporting this

data protection obligations and meet

assessment; the Infosys Book of Knowledge

individuals’ (data subjects) expectations

(BoK), an analysis of 173 recitals and

of privacy. Our resources will provide

99 Articles from the Official Journal of

a focused PIA assessment in the form

European Union; will enable our resources

of a questionnaire. This questionnaire

to map each regulation/article to the client

will be used in all business areas when

requirements for GDPR compliance. Infosys

assessing new business opportunities, new

resources will deliver a Gap Analysis report

technology, new projects etc. The team

which will identify the gaps in different

will provide further work-stream processes

areas of process, data and technology.

of interlinked activities to develop the
privacy framework, improve organizational
maturity and enable compliance.
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organization must break down data silos &
ensure that personal and associated data is
identified (where that data is stored, how
the data flows through the organization,

3. The Design Phase
The GDPR landscape and the interplay
between data, applications and processes
is key to design. The Infosys team will

provide the client a complete solution
roadmap to address GDPR compliance
complimented by the Infosys tools,
technologies and resources. The
accompanying diagram is a high level

view of how the solution architecture from
GDPR perspective will look like. In the
design phase we focus on the Architecture,
Processes and Policies, Personal Data
Reporting and Program Governance.

Figure 3: Indicative GDPR Solution Architecture
Infosys’ GDPR Business Reference
Architecture
A “Business Reference Architecture” looks at
compliance through three lenses: business
continuity, risk and technology. This model

Policy Development
The Infosys team will focus on updating/
creating data privacy policies in key
identified areas and their implementation
across the client organization.
• Policy Workshops will be held to define
content of policies around Data Privacy
by Design; Data Breach Notification
/ Action; Data security; Privacy Policy
(include profiling & consents); Right to
rectification and Right to be forgotten;
Subject Access Request; Right to data
portability; Employee policies, etc.

aligns with best practice as defined by
both the EU and the UK’s Information
Commissioner’s Office.

shown. This will include any proposed
engineered solutions for such areas as
Customer Interaction, Data Portability etc.

Infosys will provide an updated
architecture model, similar to the figure

• Operational delivery – standard
templates are designed to be used
internally for any external requests
Infosys Customer Interaction Services
The Infosys customer interactive services
address requirements such as: Request
Services, Modify Services; Right to Forget
Services; Data Portability Services etc.
Customer Canonical Data Model: Captures
every aspect of the customer such as
Customer Information including consent
and accounts for regulatory guidelines and
empowers customer to control the usage

of their information.
Consent Management Dashboard: A onestop dashboard where the client can view
the consents received from a data subject,
the type of data captured and date on
which the consent was given.
Right to be Forgotten/ Right to Access/
Data Portability: Data subject requests are
addressed here. Workflows are designed
and implemented to track requests and
ensure an audit trail is maintained for
reporting and compliance purposes.
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4. Program Execution & Governance
Infosys will deliver the GDPR program by having defined work streams with stated objectives and clear deliverables. The overall program
execution and governance will be modelled as per the below construct.

Figure 13: Customer Portal

5. Infosys Value Proposition
post May 2018
Post May 2018, organizations will require
ongoing support for conducting PIA’s and
the implementation of the Data Privacy
Officer (DPO) function. Infosys is able to
provide DPO as a Service to the client.
• The Infosys dedicated DPO function
was initiated during 2010 (Infosys
identified this as a future need, based
on the knowledge of the upcoming
changes to and strengthening of Data
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Privacy regulations); a function which
has increased & improved our own
culture of privacy over the years. We
institutionalized our privacy processes
across the enterprise and have been
able to comply to DP regulations
world-wide including the EU Data
Protection Directive 1995 and DP Laws
of individual EU nations. The Infosys
privacy practices have stood the test of
time and have been best of class well
before GDPR was even proposed.

• Keeping the effective applicable date
(May 2018) of GDPR in mind, Infosys
DPO has initiated various measures
towards its compliance including
review of internal policies, engaging
with internal functions to update them
with the new regulation, developing
privacy by design (PbD) kit and Privacy
impact assessment (PIAs) tools, to name
a few. Infosys is currently planning on
conducting DPO awareness programs
for our clients

6. Conclusion
Infosys has the resources, expertise, tools,
technology and many years of experience
in implementing Data Management
practices and regulatory requirements.
We have prepared our solution approach
considering both the business and
technical aspects of GDPR to ensure that
our solution is aligned with the objectives
of the program.
We have assembled a team of consultants
and solution architects and analyzed 99
Articles of Regulation 2016/679 (General
Data Protection Regulation) to identify
various business/process based & technical
capabilities that would be required by the
customer to be GDPR ready. This team has
expertise in this space and understands the
nuances of the regulations and business
implications. Infosys will be your trusted
partner in this initiative and look forward
to delivering on this journey and making it
a success.
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